Abstract: We study the semiclassical behavior of Lorentzian Engle-Pereira-Rovelli-Livine (EPRL) spinfoam model, by taking into account of the sum over spins in the large spin regime. The large spin parameter λ and small Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ are treated as two independent parameters for the asymptotic expansion of spinfoam state-sum (such an idea was firstly pointed out in [11] ). Interestingly, there are two different spin regimes:
Spinfoam Model and Scaling Parameters
Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) is an attempt to make a background independent, non-perturbative quantization of 4-dimensional General Relativity (GR) -for reviews, see [1, 2] . The discussion of the present paper concerns the covariant formulation of LQG, which is currently understood as the spinfoam formulation [3].
Here we mainly focus on the semiclassical behavior of Lorentzian Engle-Pereira-Rovelli-Livine (EPRL) spinfoam model [4, 5] defined on an arbitrary simplicial complex. The semiclassical analysis is carried out by taking into account the sum over spins in the regime where all the spins are uniformly large. Such an analysis is a natural continuation of the previous studies of large spin asymptotics [6] [7] [8] [9] , which don't take into account the sum over spins.
On the other hand, the result of the analysis also connects with the recent argument about the "flatness problem" proposed in [10] when summing over spins is taken into account. In [10] the authors argue that the sum over spins in the spinfoam model may impose a projection at least in the semiclassical level, which projects out a large amount of nontrivial (semi-)classical simplicial geometry, and leaves only the geometry with deficit angle Θ f = 0 mod 4πZ.
The analysis in the present paper treats more carefully the semiclassical analysis of the spin-sum in the large spin regime. The method of perturbative expansion is employed in the large spin regime, where the spin-scaling λ is a natural expansion parameter. However an additional scaling parameter has to be introduced in order to evade the flatness problem mentioned above. The resulting expansion uses the combinations of the two scaling parameters. A first idea of the additional parameter leads to the Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ. The idea of considering γ to be an additional scaling parameter in the semicalssical analysis is firstly proposed in [11] . It is shown in the following that the perturbative expansion from such an idea works in the regime 1 γ −1 λ γ −2 . It gives as the leading contribution a functional integration of Regge action, where a discrete Einstein equation is reproduced. However as the spin-scaling λ ≥ g −2 , we have to define a scaling of deficit angle, which is treated as the additional expansion parameter. We show explicitly how the additional scaling parameter can be developed with or without Barbero-Immirzi parameter. The resulting expansion in the regime λ ≥ g −2 may be viewed as a curvature expansion, where only small deficit angle is allowed Θ f ∼ o(γ −1 λ 1/2 ) mod 4πk f (k f ∈ Z).
At least in the k f = 0 branch, the leading contribution to the spinfoam amplitude gives a functional integration of Regge action with only small deficit angle contributions. When spin-scaling λ → ∞, only zero deficit angle mod 4πZ is allowed asymptotically, which reproduces the flatness result argued in [10] .
Interestingly, the EPRL spinfoam model in two spin regimes 1 γ −1 λ γ −2 and λ ≥ g −2 has dramatically different number of effective degrees of freedom. In 1 γ −1 λ γ −2 , the effective degrees of freedom contain the Lorentzian geometries with arbitrary values of deficit angle. But in λ ≥ g −2 the effective degrees of freedom only admit the Lorentzian geometries with the deficit angle bounded by |Θ f | γ −1 λ 1/2 mod 4πZ. The situation is illustrated in FIG.1 . As the starting point of the analysis in this paper, we employ the following path integral representation, proposed in [9] , for the EPRL spinfoam state-sum model on a simplical complex K:
where f labels a triangle in the simplicial complex K or a dual face in the dual complex K * , e labels a tetrahedron in K or an edge in K * , and v labels a 4-simplex in K or a dual vertex in K * . J f labels the SU(2) irreps associated to each triangle. d J is the dimension of the SU(2) irrep with spin J. g ve is a SL(2, C) group variable associated with each dual half-edge. z v f is a 2-component spinor. The integrand written into an exponential form e S with the spinfoam action S written as
where Z ve f = g † ve z v f and γ ∈ R is the Barbero-Immirzi paramter. We refer to [9] for a derivation of such a path integral representation. The spinfoam action S has the following discrete gauge symmetry:
Flipping the sign of individual group variable g ve → −g ve leaves S invariant. Thus the space of group variable is essentially the restricted Lorentz group SO + (1, 3) rather than its double-cover SL(2, C). S also has the continuous gauge degree of freedom: C) ; (3) SU(2) gauge transformation on each edge e, g ve → g ve h −1 e , h e ∈ SU(2). For the convenience of the discussion, we define the notion of the partial-amplitude A j f (K) by collecting all the integrations
So that the spinfoam state-sum model is given by a sum of partial amplitude over all the spin configu-
Note that the infinite spin-sum in A(K) may result in a divergent result. A way to regularizing the spin-sum is to replace SL(2, C) in the definition by the quantum group SL q (2, C) [12] , which also relates to the cosmological constant term in spinfoam formulation [13] .
Apart from the quantum group regulator q, the Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ is the only free parameter entering the definition of spinfoam model A(K). In the present analysis we assume a small
Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ 1.
So far the semiclassical properties of the spinfoam model is mostly understood in the large spin regime of the spinfoam state-sum Eq.(1.4) (see e.g. [6] [7] [8] [9] 14] ). In the large spin regime, all the spins J f
are uniformly large, so we can define a scaling J f = λj f , where λ 1 is a large parameter to scale the spins uniformly and j f ∼ o(1). In terms of the scaling paramter λ, the spinfoam action in the large spin regime is written as the following:
Since γ is a free paramter, the above expression of spinfoam action suggests that we can define another scaling parameter β by
So that we can write
The scaling parameter β can be considered as an independent parameter for the expansion since it can be considered as an reparametrization of the paramter space defined by (λ, γ). When we consider the path integral representation of the partial amplitude
The stationary phase analysis can be applied to the first exponential in the integrand, in order to obtain an λ −1 -expansion, while the second exponential are simply evaluated at the critical points given by the first exponential. Such an idea has been proposed in the early work in [11] , and is motivated by the spinfoam graviton propagator computation [15, 16] . The advantage of such a procedure is the following:
It turns out (in the analysis of the next section) that the "potential" V f g ve , z v f gives exactly the same set of critical points as the one given by the full spinfoam action S, classified in [8, 9] 2 . At the critical spinfoam configurations corresponding to nondegenerate simplical geometries, the potential V f g ve , z v f vanishes at the "time-oriented" configurations (defined in [9] ), and equals π otherwise, while the critical value of ∑ f j f K f g ve , z v f gives the Regge action evaluated at the corresponding nondegenerate geometry, where the critical value of K f g ve , z v f is the deficit angle at f . It turns out that γ 1 and making β and λ as two independent expansion parameter results in the nondecaying (perturbative) state-sum amplitude with a finite deficit angle, while if γ ∼ o(1), the expansion in λ −1 in [14] shows that the state-sum amplitude decays exponentially unless the deficit angle is smaller than o(λ −1/2 ). However as it is shown in the following, the expansion procedure decribed above by making λ, β independent is only consistent in a certain regime of the spin-sum ∑ J . Beyond such a regime this procedure has to be replaced by the expansion in [14] .
2 Large-λ Asymptotic Expansion 
then we have the following estimation:
where H(x) = S (x) denotes the Hessian matrix and the function g x 0 (x) is given by
For each s, L s is a differential operator of order 2s acting on u(x). For example we list the possible types of terms in the sums corresponding to s = 1 and s = 2
• In the case s = 1, the possible (m, l) are (m, l) = (0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3) to satisfy 2l ≥ 3m. The corresponding terms are of the types
where the indices of ∂ are contracted with the Hessian matrix H(x 0 ).
The corresponding terms are of the types
We apply the above stationary phase approximation to the integral A j f ,λ,β (K) in Eq.(1.8) in order to obtain an λ −1 expansion. Recall that the second exponential in the integrand of Eq.(1.8) doesn't depend on λ, thus the asymptotic expansion is determined by the critical points given by the potential
The critical points of the above potential are give by the solutions of the critical equations (
The derivation of these critical equations follows in the same way as the ones derived for the spinfoam action S in [9] , by simply setting γ = 0. We skip the derivation here and list the resulting critical equations, which are exactly the same as the critical equations from S:
where α f vv is an arbitrary phase, and the incidence matrix ε e f (v) is given by
ε e f (v) satisfies the following relations:
Because the critical equations from the potential V f is identical to the critical equations from the spinfoam action S, the geometrical interpretations of the critical configurations follows in the same way as it was developed in [8, 9] . The results is summarized in the following (see [8, 9] for details):
• The most interesting class of critical configurations satisfies an additional nondegeneracy condition at each vertex v: ± v labels a sign ambiguity at each v in relating the cotetrad to the spinfoam critical data.
• In case that the critical configuration (j f , g ve , z v f ) violates the nondegeneracy condition Eq.(2.12), it doesn't admit a geometrical interpretation as nondegenerate Lorentz geometry. However a subclass of such critical configurations admits the interpretation as nondegenerate Euclidean geometries.
More precisely there is an 1-to-1 correspondence between a critical configuration of such a type and a set of geometrical data (± v E E (v), ε, ε e (v)), where E E (v) is a discrete cotetrad for Euclidean geometry, and ε e (v) is a sign associated to each pair (e, v).
• The rest of the critical configurations violating Eq. When the critical configuration satisfies the nondegeneracy condition Eq.(2.12), the spinfoam loop holonomy G f (v) along the boundary of the dual face f can be computed at the critical configuration [8] (g ev = g −1 ve ):
where the continuous parameter Θ f is interpreted as the deficit angle hinged by the trangle f , and the discrete parameter n f can be either 0 or 1. Note that we have assumed sgn(V 4 ) is a constant along the loop. It is shown in [8] 
In case that the critical configuration (j f , g ve , z v f ) violates the nondegeneracy condition Eq.(2.12), the analysis in [8] shows that the critical value of K f [g ve , z v f ] vanishes identically and the critical value
for the Euclidean geometrical interpretation or the vector geometrical interpretation, where the continuous parameter Θ E f is the Euclidean deficit angle, the discrete parameter n f = 0, 1, and Φ f is the vector geometry angle, as a continuous parameter. The following 
Vector iΦ f 0 Table 1 .
λ −1 -Expansion
Recall the integration representation of partial amplitude
In order to derive an asymptotic expansion for the above integral for all values of j f , we should treat j f as a parameter and employ the generalized stationary phase analysis with parameter, which is also known as almost-anaytic machinery [18] : Theorem 2.2. Let S(j, x), j ∈ R k , x ∈ R N , be an smooth function in a neighborhood of (j,x). We suppose that [S(j, x)] ≤ 0, S(j,x) = 0, δ x S(j,x) = 0, and δ 2 x,x S(j,x) is nondegenerate. We denote by S(j, z), j ∈ C k , z = x + iy ∈ C n an (nonunique) almost-analytic extension 3 of S(j, x) to a complex neighborhood of (j,x). The equations of motion δ z S = 0 define an almost-analytic manifold M in a neighborhood of (j,x), which is of the form z = Z(j). On M and inside the neighborhood, there is a positive constant C such that for j ∈ R k
We have the following asymptotic expansion for the integral
where u(x) ∈ C ∞ 0 (K) is a compact support function on K inside the domain of integration. N is the number of independent of x-variables, the same as the number of holomorphic z-variables.
The differential operator L s is defined in the same way as in Theorem 2.1 but operates on an almost analytic extensionũ(z) of u(x) and evaluating the result at z = Z(j). The branch of the square-root is defined by requiring det 2πi S [j, Z(j)] to deform continuously to 1 under the homotopy:
Note that the asymptotic expansions from two different almost-analytic extensions of the pair S(j, x), u(x) are different only by an contribution bounded by
The (almost)-analytic extension of the spinfoam action is given in [14] , where the extended spinfoam action S depends on a pair of group variables (g ve ,g ve ) ∈ SL(2, C) × SL(2, C) and a pair of spinors
The expression of S is given explicitly by
The functionsṼ f andK f are actually analytic functions in a neighborhood of a critical configuration (j f , g ve , z v f ). The equations of motion are given by δ gṼ f = δgṼ f = δ zṼ f = δzṼ f = 0, which defines an analytic manifold Z(j) = g ve (j),g ve (j), z v f (j),z v f (j) modulo gauge transformations. The gauge transformations of S are classified in [14] .
By apply the above theorem formally to the spinfoam action S, we obtain the following λ −1 -expansion in a neighborhood K at a critical configuration (j f , g ve , z v f ):
where N g,z is the number of degree of freedom in the holomorphic variables g ve ,g ve , z v f ,z v f modulo gauge transformations. Hereũ is given bỹ is non-positive.
Recall Theorem 2.1 that L s acting onũ is a differential operator (with respect to the variables g ve ,g ve , z v f ,z v f ) of order 2s, thus L sũ can be written as
where r is the number of derivatives acting on the exponential. Therefore we obtain the following expansion of the partial amplitude A j f ,λ,β (K) in the neighbourhood at a critical configuration:
It is clear from the expression that the above asymptotic expansion makes sense only when
since β = γλ by definition. The above analysis concerns the large spin regime (λ 1) of the spinfoam state-sum, so such an asymptotic expansion exists only when the Barbero-Immirzi parameter is small γ 1. In case such an expansion exists, it only valid when the large spin is bounded by λ 1 γ 2 . We can define an effective action for the partial amplitude A j f ,λ,β (K), which we call the spin effective
As far as 1 λ γ −2 is satisfied, by the above asymptotic analysis of the partial amplitude, the expression of the spin effective action can be written as
In the following it turns out that β = γλ has to be a large parameter, such that β −1 is another expansion parameter. Therefore 1 γ −1 λ γ −2 is required in the following analysis.
3 Spin-Sum in the Regime γ −1 λ γ −2
Implementation of Spin-Sum
In this section we take into account the spin-sum in
By the above asymptotic power-series expansion of the spin effective action W K [j f , λ, β], we can write the spin-sum by
where 0 ≤ τ(j f ) ≤ 1 is a smooth function of compact support located in j f ≥ o(1) > 0, "· · · " stands for the terms don't scale with λ or of o(β r /λ s ) r≤2s . Since the summand is a compact support function on R N f , we apply the Poisson resummation formula to the spin-sum:
where N f denotes the number of triangles in the simplical complex. For each branch k f , we can study the integral use the stationary phase approximation, and we obtain the equation of motion:
where we have used 
Such a result can also be derived directly from the original path integral expression of A(K):
Again by the Poisson resummation formula:
We employ the stationary phase approximation to analyze the integrals for all branches k f to obtain the asymptotic expansion in terms of (β r /λ s ) r≤2s as before. The critical equations (V f ) = 0 and 
In the following we assume at the allowed critical values of j f the compact support function τ(j f ) = 1.
Although it seems that the expression of spin effective action is not completely necessary in the analysis in this section up to now, the perturbative expression of W K [j f , λ, β] is useful later for some certain observations.
Effective Degree of Freedom and Effective Amplitude
Recall Table 1 for the list of critical values of α f , we find:
1. The time-oriented critical configurations of Lorentzian geometry are allowed, and they all contribute the branch k f = 0.
2. None of the time-unoriented critical configurations contribute to the leading order since their critical values α f = επ don't satisfy the above critical equation.
3. For the critical configurations of Euclidean and vector geometry, they contribute only when
The critical configurations classified here is the effective degree of freedom in the regime 1 γ −1 λ γ −2 from the asymptotic expansion described in the last section. Therefore we can approximate A(K) in the large spin regime 1 γ −1 λ γ −2 by summing over all the allowed critical configurations:
where the expressions of
are listed in the following (we assume in the following ε = 1 fixed by the boundary data, but we suppress the global boundary terms):
Oriented, Time-oriented geometry, with sgn(V 4 ) = ±1 globally:
• A L,T (K) is given by a sum over all critical configurations (j f , g ve , z ve ) L,T of globally Lorentzian, Time-oriented geometry. But the geometry is not globally-oriented, i.e. sgn(V 4 ) is not a constant:
where R denotes the regions in which sgn(V 4 ) from (j f , g ve , z ve ) L,T is a constant. There is boundary terms in the effective action corresponding to the boundary of each R, as described in [8] .
• A E,V (K) is given by a sum over the critical configurations (j f , g ve , z ve ) E,V of Euclidean and Vector geometry, whose critical values α f ∈ 4πZ:
The L.O.T sector A L,O,T (K) of the effective spinfoam amplitude is an analog of quantum Regge calculus, with a discrete functional integration measure, if we ignore o(β 2 /λ) corrections. The functional integration measure is defined on the space of critical configurations (j f , g ve , z v f ) in the L.O.T sector. By the equivalence theorem in [9] , these critical configurations are equivalent to a set of descrete cotetrad
can be understood as a functional integration on the space of discrete cotetrad.
We suppose j f is the area of the triangle f measured in the area-unit a 2 f , i.e. the area of the triangle is A f = j f a 2 f . Thus the effective action in A L,O,T (K) can be written as
where the area-unit relates to the Planck unit by a 2 = β 2 P = γλ 2 P . One may also view that the Regge action and gravitational coupling P is emergent effectively from the large spin regime of the spinfoam state-sum.
Furthermore, since β is also a large parameter by γ −1 λ, we can apply the stationary phase approximation to A L,O,T (K) and obtain an asymptotic expansion in terms of β −1 . The Regge action depends on the cotetrad E (v) only through the edge-lengths |E (v)|. As the leading order contribution in β −1 expansion, the equation of motion satisfied by on-shell E (v) is nothing but a discrete Einstein equation.
Re-expansion of Euclidean and Vector Geometry Sector
The above results rely on the setting that β, λ are the only two scaling parameters, which parametrize the perturbation series. Here in this section we show that at the sector of Euclidean and vector geometry critical configurations, we can define another scaling parameter and make an re-expansion of A E.V (K), such that some critical configurations with small critical α f (mod 4πZ) can contribute the leading order.
Such a strategy is also useful in the analysis of other sectors A L.O.T (K) and A L.T (K) beyond the regime
We develop the perturbation theory from the spinfoam state-sum at a background data (j f ,g ve ,z v f ) (J f = λj f ), which is a critical configuration in E.V sector of the potential ∑ f j f V f g ve , z v f . We consider the Taylor expansion of the spin effective action W K [j f , λ, β] in terms of the spin perturbations s f = j f −j f :
where iα are the critical value of V f at (j f ,g ve ,z v f ), and recall that in E.V sectorθ f = 0.
is a critical configuration of both the potential ∑ f j f V f and the spinfoam action S, i.e.
We define the following perturbative spin-sum: 15) where 0 ≤ τ(s) ≤ 1 is a smooth function supported on a compact neighborhood ofj f . The compact support function τ(s) may be viewed as coming from a partition of unity, i.e.
where each τ I are of compact support on a neighborhood K of at most a single critical point (see the following for clarification). If we define
2 ) as the fluctuation of J f , we can write Z as
We apply the Poisson resummation formula to Z and the fact that
where N f denotes the number of triangles in the simplical complex.
We denote a short-hand notation:
we assume α f (k) at the background configuration is small at some certain k f , more precisely we define a new scaling parameter η
. Then we can define ξ ≡ λη and have
When we treat ξ, λ, β are three independent scaling parameters, the stationary phase approximation applied to the integrals obtains the λ −1 expansion where
is a solution to the critical equations by λ-scaling. The λ −1 corrections contains
Since L s is a differential operator of order 2s, it gives We find that the critical configurations of Euclidean and vector geometry with α f (k) = ηX f (k) λ −1/2 can contribute the leading order in the modified expansion in terms of η m γ n λ m+n−s | m+n≤2s . As a result the re-expansion A E.V (K) in Eq.(3.8) is given by a sum over E.V critical configurations satisfying
where · · · stands for the corrections of o(1) and o(η m γ n λ m+n−s ) m+n≤2s .
Note that the time-unoriented critical configurations of Lorentzian geometry don't contribute even with additional scaling parameter, since the critical value α f = π doesn't close to any of 4πk f , k f ∈ Z.
4 Beyond the Regime γ −1 λ γ −2
λ −1 -Expansion: Decreasing Degree of Freedom
The above discussion is restricted in the regime γ −1 λ γ −2 . If λ ∼ o(γ −2 ) or even larger, i.e. the spin-sum is located in a regime of spins larger than γ −2 , in this case the above asymptotic expansion is not valid anymore because β 2 /λ = γ 2 λ is not small when λ ≥ γ −2 . Recall the expression of spinfoam action Eq.(1.5), if we treat only λ as the scaling parameter, the λ −1 expansion can be done for arbitrary value of γ, as it is analyzed in [14] . In the λ −1 expansion, the role played by the critical α f in Sections 2.2 and 3.1 is now played by the critical value of
see Table 1 for the critical values at different types of critical configurations.
As the previous analysis, we define the spin effective action for the partial amplitude in the large spin regime
By following the same procedure as it it in Section 3.1, or refer [14] , we find that when we make the spin-sum of the partial amplitude A J f (K), the leading contribution in the λ −1 -expansion is only given by the critical configurations with the critical values of F f satisfying:
Which has been appeared in the literature as the "flatness problem" [10] . The spinfoam state-sum in the parametrized by λ and the deficit angle Θ f of an arbitrary triangle f . In the regime γ −1 λ γ −2 , the time-oriented Lorentzian critical configurations with arbitrary Θ f are allowed, and they all contribute the k f = 0 branch, while only the ones with |Θ f | λ −1/2 γ −1 (in k f = 0 branch) are allowed in the regime λ ≥ γ −2 .
[3] C. Rovelli. Zakopane lectures on loop gravity. 
